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INDIA: Media Lessons From Rural Women
By Keya Acharya
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BANGALORE, Jul 21 (IPS) - "We don’t know how to read or write,
but we make our own films,’’ is how Narsamma, 42, a farmer from
Pastapur village in Hyderabad, introduces herself and her
colleagues.
Narsamma is part of the remarkable Community Media Trust(CMT),
formed by a group of 17 ‘dalit’ women, the lowest group in India’s caste
ladder, from Medak district in the Deccan plateau area of southern
Andhra Pradesh state.

Rural women reporters prepare to shoot.
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"The CMT is a response by women with multiple disadvantages of caste,
gender and economic status, to the aggressive market globalisation of
today", said their former tutor P.V. Satheesh of the Deccan Development Society (DDS) at a presentation by
the women for media persons in this city, earlier this month.

The DDS, of which CMT is a branch, has helped 5,000 women from Medak form ‘sanghas’ or village-level
associations that decide their own organically grown, indigenous crops for cultivation, have community banks
that buy and store the excess that is then either sold to others, or distributed to the poorest when their crops
fail.
"This is a local production, storage and distribution system, a huge exhibit of biodiversity,’’ says Satheesh.
Women grow as much as 22 different indigenous crops every year on their one-acre plots.
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One of DDS’s ‘sunshine moments’, says Satheesh was some years ago when their sanghas had enough food at
a time when the state government of Andhra Pradesh had to borrow food from the central government for its
subsidised food distribution system.
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The idea of CMT emerged when these dalit women decided that they wanted to communicate with other people
by recording the work in their community gene banks and showing them during important seasons.
"We in the CMT are from the DDS’s farm-labour sanghas; we learnt how to film while while harvesting and
weeding", says Narsamma. "No one from the many TV channels in India comes to the smallest communities to
document their knowledge or rituals and culture."
"We save so many varieties of seeds and work on chemical-free agriculture; our knowledge of this are the
themes of our films. We are trying ourselves to raise your awareness,’’ says another CMT camerawoman,
40-year-old Lakshmamma.
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The women, dressed simply, moved with unassuming confidence in a hall full of influential television, film and
radio journalists, setting up their tripods and adjusting their video camera lenses.
Satheesh, a one-time television producer for the state-owned channel, Doordarshan, first trained seven women
on an experimental basis in 1999, familiarising them with ‘the grammar of television’.
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Training four days a month, spread over 7 months, the women learnt the parts and operation of a video
camcorder, the technicalities of shots and image sizes, plotting camera angles and movement, simple soundrecording techniques, logging and editing shoots and other skills.
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" At first we were very scared of these delicate instruments, our hands were used only to sickles", said
Narsamma. " But the trainers gave us complete freedom."
" I got married at ten, my husband abandoned me when I was 12 years old and I went to live in a DDS camp,"
said Kavita, in a short narration of her life. " In five years’ time I sat for the school-leaving examinations and then
went on to learn videography."
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" I now have three children and when I go filming, I take my youngest with me and she is looked after by the
other women in the group. This is a sisterhood not seen among urban TV practitioners", commented Kavita.
The Bangalore-branch of the Network of Women in Media (NWMI), a national group of media women, which
hosted Kavita and her colleagues, said it was ‘inspired’ by the CMT.
The women themselves say they have gradually ridden over rural male dismissiveness of their work in India’s
highly-patriarchal society.
ADVERTISEMENT

" The women have shown us that literacy is not an essential condition to build skills," said Suchitra Vedanth of
‘Mahila Samakhya’, an organisation set up by the government of India for women’s development.
The CMT has so far shot approximately 100 films on themes dealing with the future of food and farming, lives
and livelihoods, women’s control over media, the ills of genetically engineered agriculture, water, environment
and agricultural biodiversity.
Several of these films have been broadcast as news items on national television channels.
The women now hold a corpus of of approximately 35,000 (US dollars), have built their own administrative wing
in the DDS offices with their earnings and also use their income for further training.
The CMT does not sell its films on a commercial basis, but earns money from collaborative projects with
various organisations worldwide.
A CMT film on Bt cotton became a research tool against the multinational firm, Monsanto’s earlier poor forays
into genetically engineered (GE) cotton agriculture in Andhra Pradesh, compelling the government to ban the
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company’s seeds for a time.
A group of four camerapersons have also travelled to many countries, interacting with rural communities
practicing indigenous agriculture in places like Peru and Indonesia, and have had their films translated into
French, German, Spanish, Swahili, Bahasa and Thai.
Their latest film, 'A Disaster in Sarch of Success', on GE agriculture, funded by the Evangelisher
Entwicklungsdienst, Germany and the International Institute of Environment and Development, Britain, was
launched at Convention on Biological Diversity meet in May 2008 in Bonn.
In Bangalore the CMT launched a multimedia presentation of 12 video films on rural images and food
sovereignity in south India, sponsored by the International Institute of Environment and Development, London.
The films are technically impressive, have substantial content put forward in a simple, but powerful message of
biodiversity conservation.
This unique women’s media group is now waiting for the government of India’s impending license to take its
community radio, in existence for nearly a decade as narrowcast broadcasts for its own sanghas.
"As long as they have confidence in themselves, this media house will continue", says Satheesh with equal
confidence.
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